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Red Quasars: a peculiar subpopulation
Redder colours and spectra: suppressed blue emission.

e.g., Webster+1995; Glikman+2004; Urrutia+2009; Glikman+2012; +++
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Red Quasars: a peculiar subpopulation



Proposed origins of red quasars: Orientation vs. Evolution
Sample selectionRed quasars Radio-detection Morphologies Radio Loudness Summary



❐  Blue unobscured view of BLR 

❐  Broad emission lines superimposed 
onto continuum that peaks in UV

Blue quasar

❐  Grazing view with additional dust 
along line-of sight. 

❐  Broad emission lines are still 
present (Type I), but spectrum is 
suppressed at shorter wavelengths.

Red quasar
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e.g., Antonucci 1993; Urry & Padovani 1995  

SDSS DR7 composite spectra

Proposed origins of red quasars: Orientation vs. Evolution



❐  Blue unobscured view of BLR 

❐  Broad emission lines superimposed 
onto continuum that peaks in UV

Blue quasar

❐  Grazing view with additional dust 
along line-of sight. 

❐  Broad emission lines are still 
present (Type I), but spectrum is 
suppressed at shorter wavelengths.

Red quasar

In this scenario red and blue quasars would 
be expected to be intrinsically similar!
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e.g., Antonucci 1993; Urry & Padovani 1995  

SDSS DR7 composite spectra

Proposed origins of red quasars: Orientation vs. Evolution



Starburst Blue (unobscured) 
 quasar

Merging 
galaxies

Red (obscured) 
 quasar

Early-type  
galaxy

see e.g., Sanders+1998; Hopkins+2008; Alexander & Hickox 2012; Glikman+2012+++
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Preferentially obscured Preferentially unobscured

Credit: S. Munro & L. Klindt

Proposed origins of red quasars: Orientation vs. Evolution
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Credit: S. Munro & L. Klindt

Proposed origins of red quasars: Orientation vs. Evolution

In this model the "nuclear environments” are effectively  different 
for red and blue quasars

see e.g., Sanders+1998; Hopkins+2008; Alexander & Hickox 2012; Glikman+2012+++



Objectives
‣ Test between these two proposed models for the existence of red quasars. 

‣ Limitations of  previous work is that studies did not uniformly select red and 
blue quasars from the same parent sample and they were limited in source 
statistics.  

‣ Aim of  our study is to address this via a carefully controlled experiment and 
to ultimately fit another piece to the red quasar puzzle.                   



SDSS DR7 
Schneider+2010 

105,783
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Selecting red and blue quasars Klindt+2019



➟ Uniform flag  
➟ Sole FIRST  
pre-selected removed
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Selecting red and blue quasars Klindt+2019
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Selecting red and blue quasars Klindt+2019
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Selecting red and blue quasars

z-bins of 1000 sources
 select red & blue QSOs using g* - i* colour.

Klindt+2019



4900 blue QSOs

bottom 10%
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Selecting red and blue quasars

z-bins of 1000 sources
 select red & blue QSOs using g* - i* colour.

Klindt+2019
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Selecting red and blue quasars

z-bins of 1000 sources
 select red & blue QSOs using g* - i* colour.
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Selecting red and blue quasars

 select red & blue QSOs using g* - i* colour.

Klindt+2019
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E(B-V) = 0.04 0.12 0.2
Measure of quasar colour relative to median quasar 

at the same redshift (e.g., Richards+2003).

Klindt+2019Dust reddening: Δ(g* - i*)
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E(B-V) = 0.04 0.12 0.2

∆(g* − i*) 
⇩

AV ∼ 0.1 − 0.5 mag 

Measure of quasar colour relative to median quasar 
at the same redshift (e.g., Richards+2003).

❐ On the basis of the evidence we 
have, the majority of our red 
quasars are dust reddened 
but not obscured!

Klindt+2019Dust reddening: Δ(g* - i*)
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E(B-V) = 0.04 0.12 0.2

∆(g* − i*) 
⇩

AV ∼ 0.1 − 0.5 mag 

Measure of quasar colour relative to median quasar 
at the same redshift (e.g., Richards+2003).

❐ NIR selected red quasars have dust 
extinctions of up to AV ~ 1— 6 mag.

❐ On the basis of the evidence we 
have, the majority of our red 
quasars are dust reddened 
but not obscured!

see e.g., Glikman+2004; Banerji+2012

Klindt+2019Dust reddening: Δ(g* - i*)



Hamann+2017
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Different flavours of red quasars

❐ NIR selected red quasars have dust 
extinctions of up to AV ~ 1— 6 mag.

∆(g* − i*) 
⇩

AV ∼ 0.1 − 0.5 mag 

Measure of quasar colour relative to median quasar 
at the same redshift (e.g., Richards+2003).

❐ On the basis of the evidence we 
have, the majority of our red 
quasars are dust reddened 
but not obscured!

see e.g., Glikman+2004; Banerji+2012

Dust reddening: Δ(g* - i*)



Klindt+2019  
red quasars 
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∆(g* − i*) 
⇩

AV ∼ 0.1 − 0.5 mag 

Measure of quasar colour relative to median quasar 
at the same redshift (e.g., Richards+2003).

❐ NIR selected red quasars have dust 
extinctions of up to AV ~ 1— 6 mag.

❐ On the basis of the evidence we 
have, the majority of our red 
quasars are dust reddened 
but not obscured!

Hamann+2017

Different flavours of red quasars

see e.g., Glikman+2004; Banerji+2012

Dust reddening: Δ(g* - i*)



frequency = 1.4 GHz                                resolution = 5"                        detection threshold = 1 mJy
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Faint Images of the Radio Sky at Twenty-centimeters 
Radio emission — FIRST 1.4 GHz

projected sizes = 43 kpc at z = 1.5
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Radio emission — FIRST 1.4 GHz
radio-detection rate radio morphologies radio loudness



Klindt+2019
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FIRST-detection fraction
blue QSO              5 — 10% 

control QSO         5 — 10% 

red QSO               17 — 22%
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blue QSO              5 — 10% 

control QSO         5 — 10% 

red QSO               17 — 22%

Klindt+2019
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* We see a significant enhancement in 
the detection rate of red quasars 
across all redshifts.

FIRST-detection fraction
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* We see a significant enhancement in 
the detection rate of red quasars 
across all redshifts.

* Match in rest frame 6 µm luminosity 
and redshift.

Result holds !

FIRST-detection fraction
blue QSO              5 — 10% 

control QSO         5 — 10% 

red QSO               17 — 22%
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* We see a significant enhancement in 
the detection rate of red quasars 
across all redshifts.

Result holds !

FIRST-detection fraction
blue QSO              5 — 10% 

control QSO         5 — 10% 

red QSO               17 — 22%

* Note we don’t see significant 
differences in BH mass and Edd ratio 
after matching in L6µm and z.

* Match in rest-frame 6 µm luminosity 
and redshift.
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Radio emission — FIRST 1.4 GHz
radio-detection rate radio morphologies radio loudness
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Radio emission — FIRST 1.4 GHz
radio-detection rate radio morphologies radio loudness

Visually assessed ~1400 FIRST cutouts to classify radio-detected quasars



Faint Compact Extended FR II Compact FR II

Fpeak < 3 mJy Maj < 5”
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Radio emission — FIRST 1.4 GHz
radio-detection rate radio morphologies radio loudness

Visually assessed ~1400 FIRST cutouts to classify radio-detected quasars



Blue & control QSOs have similar 
fractions in all morphology classes.

Red QSOs have similar FIRST 
detection fractions to the blue and 
control QSOs in the extended 
classes.

A factor of 2–6 more rQSOs have 
either compact radio emission or 
are radio faint, in comparison to 
blue quasars. 

K
lindt+2019
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Radio morphologies
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Blue & control QSOs have similar 
fractions in all morphology classes.

Red QSOs have similar FIRST 
detection fractions to the blue and 
control QSOs in the extended 
classes.

A factor of 2–6 more rQSOs have 
either compact radio emission or 
are radio faint, in comparison to 
blue quasars. 

Radio morphologies



COSMOS STRIPE 82 FIRST

Fawcett+2019, in prep

* SDSS DR14 — half a million QSOs
* Even when going 2 orders of 

magnitude deeper we see an 
enhancement in the radio-
detection rate of red quasars.

* Starting to see radio differences at 
the host galaxy scale.

Going deeper &  
resolving smaller scales
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5"1.8"0.75"
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Radio emission — FIRST 1.4 GHz
radio-detection rate radio morphologies radio loudness

Excess of red radio-detected quasars near the detection limit.



footnote: do red quasars have different accretion rates?
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C IV
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* NIR selected QSOs have higher accretion rates (e.g., Richards+2003, Urrutia+2012 & Kim+2015).
* No strong differences in the average accretion rates between red and blue quasars. 
* Further explore this with our X-shooter sample!
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Klindt+2019



radio-quiet radio-intermediate radio-loud
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R  = fradio / foptical

Radio loudness

❐ Relative ratio of the quasar in the radio 
band to the overall accretion power. 

R = log10(L1.4GHz/L6µm)

No excess of blue quasars 
relative to control quasars.



radio-quiet radio-intermediate radio-loud
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R  = fradio / foptical

Radio loudness

No excess of blue quasars 
relative to control quasars.

Excess of red quasars which are 
radio-quiet or radio-intermediate. 

No excess of red quasars relative 
to control quasars at radio-loud 
end.

❐ Relative ratio of the quasar in the radio 
band to the overall accretion power. 

R = log10(L1.4GHz/L6µm)



radio-quiet radio-intermediate radio-loud

Panessa+2019
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see also Zakamska & Greene (2014); Hwang+2018

K
lindt+2019

Radio loudness



radio-quiet radio-intermediate radio-loud
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Anti-correlation between ionised winds and the 
radio loudness parameter (Mehdipour+2019).

K
lindt+2019

weak jet, strong winds

strong jet, weak winds

Radio loudness



radio-quiet radio-intermediate radio-loud

C
 IV

C
 IV
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C IV
C

 IV

Radio loudness

e.g., Najita+2000; Ross+2015; Hamann+2017; Morabito+ 2018; +++

✖  BAL QSOs

Explore whether the radio emission comes from winds

C IV



The LOFAR view of  
red quasars 
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Klindt+2019

* LoTSS: image entire northern sky 
@ 120—168 MHz with 6” resolution.

* Confirmation of enhanced radio 
emission in the red QSO population.

* At lower R values the enhancement 
drops.

* Enhancement is due to AGN 
processes?

Rosario+2019, in prep



Rosario+2019, in prep

The LOFAR view of  
red quasars 
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SF? SF + AGN? AGN
Klindt+2019

* LoTSS: image entire northern sky 
@ 120—168 MHz with 6” resolution.

* Confirmation of enhanced radio 
emission in the red QSO population.

* At lower R values the enhancement 
drops.

* Enhancement is due to AGN 
processes?



strong winds

compact, 
young jets

dust 
obscured nucleus

extended, 
evolved jets

weak winds

unobscured nucleus
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see also Georgakakis+2012; Glikman+2012; Sobolewska+2018; +++

We think that the majority of red quasars are younger systems…

Red Quasar Blue Quasar



Future 
work

XMM-Newton VLT/X-SHOOTER

JVLAeMERLIN ALMA

60 quasars5 red quasars + archival

40 quasars 0.1" 38 quasars 0.3" 90 quasars
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* Optically selected red quasars have an enhanced radio-detection fraction. 
* These red quasars are preferentially compact and radio-quiet.
* Our results favour evolution over orientation.
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Take home message

enhanced  
FIRST detection rate

compact radio  
morphologies

preferentially  
radio-quiet

“Look up into the heavens. Who created all the stars? He brings them out like an army, one after another, calling each by its name.  
Because of his great power and incomparable strength, not a single one is missing.”  — Isaiah 40:26 



Galaxy Mergers 
Gas-rich galaxies collide
Starburst 
Cradle of star formation
Red Quasar 
Nascent AGN embedded in shroud of gas & dust
Blue Quasar 
Unobscured AGN revealed as gas and dust are blown away
Early-type Galaxy 
Dormant galaxy with ceased star formation

Thank you 

Questions?

Credit: S. Munro & L. Klindt



BackupS…



Rest-frame L6µm vs. redshift

❐  This is the signature that we would expect for dust reddening as the shorter wavelength emission will be 
more suppressed for a fixed amount of obscuration than longer wavelength emission. 

MIR is a more reliable measurement of the intrinsic AGN power !

Klindt+ 2019



Rest-frame L6µm vs. Lbol,Shen

Klindt+ 2019

MIR is a more reliable measurement of the intrinsic AGN power !



Klindt+ 2019

L1.4GHz vs redshift



Red synchrotron  
component?

Klindt+ 2019



The LOFAR view of red quasars 

Rosario+ 2019, in prep



Going deeper & resolving smaller scales

Fawcett+ 2019, in prep



Going deeper & resolving smaller scales
Fawcett+ 2019, in prep



Sobolewska+2019



radio loudness vs.  

radio morphologies


